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Abstract




We perform SPH simulations of
turbulent molecular clouds and
switch to N-body simulations


More realistic IC for N-body sim.



Larger simulations

MCs form young massive cluster
(YMC) and open clusters (OC)




We obtain star-cluster mass
function (SCMF)




SFE>50% for dense regions

Self-similar to stellar MF

With GMC MF, we obtain SCMF
in galactic environment

Fujii & Portegies Zwart
(2013): arXiv:1309.1223

Young Massive Clusters (YMC)


Young (a few Myr old), massive (~104Msun), and
compact (<1pc) in the MW


NGC3603, Westerlund 1 and 2, R136



Also called as super star cluster



More massive in other galaxies



As massive as globular clusters



As young as open clusters (OCs)



How they form?
NGC3603
YMC in the MW

YMCs are too matured


YMCs are dynamically mature compared to their age


Mass segregation, core-collapse, OB runaway stars



R136: YMC in Tarantula Nebula in LMC


Density profile suggests its core-collapse (dynamically evolved)



Core-collapse time estimated from current size and mass ~20Myr



Current age２－４Myr
Mackey &
Gilmore (2003)

R136 (NASA)
(Sabbi+2012)

Clumpy Cluster Formation
Observation

R136 (NASA)
(Sabbi+2012)

Star formation sim.

Bonnell et al.
(2011)

Clump merger sim.

Fujii et al.
(2012)



Star clusters are NOT initially spherical



Both observation and simulation suggest clumpy model



Hierarchical merger scenario can shorten the relaxation
time (Fujii et al. 2012)

Clump Merge Model
Fujii et al. (2012), Fujii & Portegies Zwart (2013)


N-body simulations of merging 8 clusters




Individual clumps collapse ~1Myr, then
they merge






Randomly located within 5-6 pc

Smaller clumps have shorter relaxation
time

Merger remnant shows dynamically
mature characteristics


Core collapse, mass segregation



Similar to YMCs in the MW

Our model is too simple

Motivation


Clump merger model is successful, but our model is too
simplified



We aim N-body simulations starting from more realistic initial
conditions






Clumpy structures of star forming regions

Star-formation simulations (SPH with sink particles) is expensive


It is hard to treat very massive GMC (>106M☉)



The mass of young massive cluster is ~104M☉

We try to simplify this kind of simulations

Method


Step1: SPH simulations of turbulent molecular clouds up to
their initial free-fall time(tff)






Particle mass: 1M☉, softening length: 0.1pc

Step2: Stop SPH sim. and replace SPH particles to stellar
particles


Assume a star formation efficiency (SFE) depending on the local
density (cf. Krumholz 2012)



Adopt Salpeter IMF



Remove SPH particles (instantaneous gas expulsion)

Step3: Direct N-body simulations with stellar particles only up
to 2 Myr (10 Myr for some models)


Without softening



Stellar collisions, formation of compact objects

SPH simulation




Code: Fi in AMUSE


Isothermal



mgas = 1Msun



Softening length = 0.1 pc

Homogeneous sphere with turbulence


Turbulence to velocity field; k=-3



Density 100, 10 Msun pc-3



Mcloud = 4x104, 105, 4x105, 106, 5x106 Msun



|Potential energy| = Kinetic energy




Relatively large velocity dispersion

Thermal energy = 0.01 Kinetic energy

Star Formation Efficiency (SFE)


We assume SFE


SFE/tff = constant
(Krumholz et al. 2012)



Anti-correlate to tff



Alpha is a parameter. We took a
value satisfying
 ~0.05

 ~0.3
 As



(global)

(dense region: >103Msunpc-3)

a result, SFE >0.5 at cluster center

Maximum total stellar mass is 2.5x105M☉

Krumholz
et al. 2012

N-body simulation


6th-order Hermite scheme, NINJA (2D communication scheme)
(Nitadori et al. 2006, 2008)

Clump Finding


Detecting star clusters from snapshots


HOP (Eisenstein and Hut 1998) in AMUSE

Mass-Size relation
2Myr
Embedded
clusters

10Myr

Open
clusters
Young
massive
clusters



Similar distribution to observed clusters



OCs and YMCs form through the same process



Some clusters evolve via mergers (From left to right in the panels)



OCs evolve to less dense (From bottom to top in the panels)

Star-Cluster Mass Function
Carina star cluster complex

Feigelson et al (2011)



We reproduce the cluster MF in Carina region

Star-Cluster Mass Function
2Myr





Observations (Red curves)：


Carina star cluster complex
(Feigelson 2011)



Within1kpc from the Sun
(Pisunov+ 2008)

Simulations (Dots)




Fitting using Schechter function

Fitting (Dashed curve)

The Mass of the Most
Massive Cluster


The mass of the most massive
cluster in the molecular cloud



The mass of the most massive
star in the cluster (obs.)


Pflamm-Altenburg
et al. (2007)

In the MW: The most massive GMC =~107Msun
-> The most massive cluster = ~104Msun
-> The most massive star = ~150Msun

Galactic cluster MF
GMC MF in MW

Model

Planck collaboration (2011)

Cluster MF



“GMC MF in a galaxy” x “Cluster MF for a GMC”
= Galactic (young) cluster MF



The total molecular mass is consistent with observations


108Msun for M31, 2.5x109Msun for M83, 106Msun for MW (<1kpc)

YMCs formed from cloud-cloud
collisions?
Fukui et al. (2014): Cloud-cloud collision with ~20km/s

NGC3603



The velocity dispersion of our model is comparable to
cloud-cloud collision


20—30 km/s for models massive enough to form YMCs

Summary






Fujii & Portegies Zwart
(2013): arXiv:1309.1223

We performed


SPH simulations of turbulent molecular clouds



assuming a SFE depending on the local density



N-body simulation of stars

We aimed


More realistic initial condition for N-body simulations of cluster
formation



Larger scale simulations for cluster formation

We find that


YMCs form as well as open clusters from turbulent GMC



Locally the SFE must be >0.5



The cluster MF is similar to the stellar MF


Self-similar structure from cluster to stellar scale?



With GMC MF, we reproduce the cluster MF in spiral galaxies



YMCs might form from cloud-cloud collisions

